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VISION
Methodist Mission in Cambodia (MMC) churches engaging communities to experience wholeness of life
as they witness to the transforming power of living
the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

MISSION
Working within the Methodist Mission in Cambodia,
CHAD seeks to share the love of God known through
Jesus Christ in ways that create trust, hope and
wholeness of life—physically, socially and spiritually.

VISION & MISSION
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MESSAGES
In reflecting on the year 2018, words that rise in my mind
are “sacrifice, kingdom mind, and faith into action.” Of all
God’s ministries that we join in Cambodia, Community
Health & Agricultural Development (CHAD) surely fits
into these three words to describe its ministries.
Despite the “unfriendly” traveling situations in Cambodia,
the members of CHAD team do not hesitate to go to
provinces and remote villages where much needed
programs for the villagers are established. I see true
sacrifice in the willingness and the zeal CHAD puts into
their ministry. I also know that such sacrifice is possible
because every member of CHAD has the kingdom mind
where we understand God’s love is for “everyone and
anyone.”
As CHAD continues to put their faith into action through
their kingdom-minded sacrifice, I believe that the
kingdom of Cambodia will take a leap closer to God. I
praise God for this wonderful ministry in Cambodia and
ask for your continued support for CHAD through your
thoughts and prayer.

Rev. Andrew Lee
Country Coordinator, GBGM Cambodia
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In 2018, CHAD has taken a step towards professional
maturity as it put the M&E system and exit
strategy in place to maximize program quality. A
remarkable localization process that the program
has empowered the indigenous peoples to handle
program operation with little support from
expatriates also indicates the growth in its adulthood.
With respect to social sustainability, the CHAD has
broken through the boundary between church and
non-church members, allowing everyone to gets
along well together and cares for each other. Putting
God at the center coupled with the obtainment of
the real work experiences, the CHAD walks up to
ultimate destination through its improved capability
and its established system.

Mr. Leng Thy
Team Leader, CHRD Program
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OUR COMMUNITIES
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Founded in 2005, CHAD target communities increased from 37 until 97 this
year. According to recent data, in 2018 CHAD worked with 2643* individuals
living in 97 communities in 11 provinces of Cambodia.
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PARTICIPANTS PER PROVINCE
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Recent data of CHAD showed that out of a total of 2643* participants, two thirds are women (1735) and
1703(65%) non-church members have been participating in various church based community development
projects led by CHAD.
The various church based community development projects have created an atmosphere of respect and
tolerance for diverse viewpoints, beliefs, and values between church and non-church members.
The equal opportunity and the open door of the projects have encouraged more women and community
members to participate in the development work.

"With the focus on community ownership and enabling individuals for
development in rural parts of Cambodia, CHAD has continually embraced a
holistic approach to creating sustainable communities. This is the sole aim of
ending poverty that equally aligns with the SDGs and our call of God to fight
for social justice as we serve. Through these interventions and working with
people, communities' living conditions are improved as we collectively help
in creating a better future for the generations to come”
Seth Ogeto
Global Mission Fellow Int.
Community Livelihood Facilitator
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BENEFICIARIES
908

34%
66%
1735

917
1707

Total Church Members

Total Non-Church Members

35%

65%

CHAD has been working in Changha since 2012. First I found that a few community people participate in the
project group beside church members. The non-church members thought that they were not invited and
had some prejudices towards Christians. After CHAD started to work here people started come together
and realized that they were not far from each other. I could see people, many people, joining the program
groups and participating in making decisions, discussing and planning to strengthen the group. Looking
back in the past and comparing to this day, I can see a deference, the relationship between Christians and
non-Christians is closer. People who never talked to each other now talk friendly when they meet. People
come together and have meetings and plan together. People who never contributed share now what they
have. I think this change came from God. He restored the relationships in the community to let them come
closer.
Yi Chamroeun
Community Facilitator
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CLOSING AN ERA

PHASING OUT

With the expansion of CHAD targets and scope in recent years, despite tremendous efforts, the efficiency
and quality of intervention did not meet expected outcomes. For this reason, CHAD undertook a process of
review of its program design leading to the revision of its 2018 program strategy, focus and targets.
To improve the overall quality of the program, CHAD work in 2018 focused on what came to be called the
“exit strategy”. This strategy brought significant changes to the projects and its communities. In essence,
this process aimed at the termination of CHAD intervention in some of its communities.
As a result, CHAD classified its target communities based on their performance into 3 different categories:
graduating, withdrawing, and ongoing communities.

Graduating communities are those where the project group members actively
participated in project activities to work together under good leadership of
pastors and church/community leaders. These communities achieved a great
level of autonomy

We would like to express our deep thank to the CHAD program
that worked with our community since 2015 through development
projects. During this period CHAD has helped us to help ourselves
by encouraging unity and an attitude of tolerance to each other
so that the project members can work well together towards
our goal of improving community’s physical and emotional
wellbeing. It also provided us with improved technique of raising
chicken and vegetable gardening that brought us success in this
income generating project. The effort of CHAD in preparation
for community’s readiness this year, as its intervention comes to
an end, has provided us greater clarity over the future direction
of community and even role and responsibilities that each
individual needs to take in bringing change for the benefits of the

Graduating community
Talum, Banteay Meanchey

whole community. As we have been properly prepared, we feel
confident to step up the new phase of independence though the
CHAD terminates its intervention from our community.
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Withdrawing communities are the communities where CHAD project groups
have been benef iciaries for more than eight years, but make little or no progress.
In many cases the community and its leaders are not engaged in the work and
disregard the importance of their participation in project implementation.

There has been 9 years that CHAD worked with our community. The
community development projects were made much headway in the
beginning, amount of rice in rice bank project increased, number
of cows rose, and also the participation of people in development
activities was well involved. Unfortunately, the projects seemed to be
stagnant in the late few years. The major cause of this declining can
be the bad role model of not repaying loans that some of community
leaders set for the subordinates to follow. In 2018, CHAD, in its exit
strategy, put a lot of effort in preparing community for becoming
autonomy in their own responsibilities for the project resources. The
process gives me strong confidence that the cow raising project will
continue because of two important things; the understanding of
community in taking care the resources for community sake, and the
monitoring system that its members cannot hide the calf or keep for
their own without passing on to others.

Withdrawing community
Toul Kpos, Svay Rieng

Ongoing communities are those that have been established for a few years and
are still in the growing phase, needing nurture f rom the program’s full efforts.

With the aim of improving community basic living standard, the IFS/
chicken raising project was established in the late 2017. Over this period
of almost 2 years, I learned that the group gained a lot of support from
CHAD mentally, technically, and financially. In response to the very
endeavor of the CHAD program, I saw the project participants make
strong commitment to be accountable for their own chicken raising
project, group saving and loan repayment despite the fact that they
encountered some challenges along the process. As the secretary

Ongoing community
Basac, Svay Rieng

of this project, I am very happy to do this job because it gives me
opportunity to improve my own capacity and also to serve the group
in taking proper record. As far as I see the momentum for growth that
the group is currently keeping up, I can dare to say that community
will be able to manage the project on their own when CHAD phase
out after its 8-year intervention.
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Out of 97 CHAD communities, 15 communities celebrated the termination of the intervention as graduated; 29
were withdrawn from the program; 53 communities will continue their journey towards autonomy with CHAD.

55%

53 Continue

30%

29 Withdraw

15%

15 Graduate

The exit strategy was primarily concerned with the way in which the graduating and
withdrawing community could independently and accountably manage their project
groups after phasing out.
It took ten months for the staff to complete the majority of the activities. CHAD held meetings with all
the stakeholders at all levels including the MCC leaders, CSCC, Pastors, local community leaders and
CHAD project participants. All the actors involved at all stages of the process were encouraged to take on
responsibilities and leadership, ensuring the continuity and expansion of the hand-over projects.

Development isn’t only and always about how much we
deliver, but also about how effective are we in achieving our
goals. The process of the exit strategy was a turning point
and a reflection of how best have you we achieved our goals,
but most importantly an inspiration to set us on a new
path with new hopes and aspirations for the people in the
communities.
Charles Irung
Global Mission Fellow Int.
Agricultural and Fodd Security Advisor
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ONGOING WORK
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During 2018, CHAD also prepared the ongoing communities in setting up the bases
for future work. The preparation included project baseline data gathering, LSCC
establishment, Vision, Mission and goal establishment and bylaws establishment.

The process not only celebrated the success, or helped communities to reflect on the lessons learned, but
also allowed communities to become more aware of their responsibilities in ensuring the growth of the
project. It also provided an opportunity for them to have a fresh look at their community vision that brings
them inspiration and confidence to work towards desired goals.
Community Health and Agricultural Development (CHAD) is a development program and a mission
initiative implemented by the General Board of Global Ministries of the United Methodist Church and the
Methodist Church in Cambodia (MCC).

In community transformation, dealing with change has been an
essential aspect of life and work of those involved in the process
especially the change agents. While change is a fact of life how
we respond to it determines our success or failure in our pursuit
of a better life for us and others. In 2018, CHAD has taken a very
bold decision to pause from doing majority of its activities—
except what deemed necessary, to embark on its own change
process so that it can better serve the communities. Individually
and collectively this process more than a pleasant experience has
been the most challenging moment in the life of CHAD program
in 14 years. The so many transitions CHAD went through last year,
both organizationally and programmatically are very unsettling
but at the same time a refining moment as God’s agent in
community transformation. In CHAD we believed that we can
only be effective agent of transformation to others to the extent
we are transforming ourselves. As we share our 2018 annual report
may you also sense and experience God’s transforming power.

Kennedy O Cruz
GBGM Missionary
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ACTIVITIES PERFORMED
90%

Communities where CHAD
presented the plan of the Exit
strategy and explain their
Framework

78%

Communities where CHAD
reviewed Mission, Vision and
Goal

80%
83%

92%

Communities where CHAD
reviewed By-Law

Communities where
CHAD reviewed Roles and
Responsibilities of LSCC and
Leaders

Communities where CHAD
gathered Member Lists

49%
68%

Communities where CHAD
facilitated Baseline interview

73%

Communities where CHAD
facilitated the establishment of
an LSCC

29%

Communities where CHAD
facilitated the establishment of
Vision, Mission and Goal

33%

Communities where CHAD
facilitated the establishment of
a By-Law

69%

Communities that received
Holistic Ministry Review
Training

92%

Communities where CHAD
facilitated Lessons Learned
Interview

92%

Communities where CHAD
facilitated Impact Assessment
Interview

23%

Communities where CHAD
gathered a Community Profile

17%

40%

Communities where
CHAD gathered the signed
Withdrawing Agreement

Communities that received
IFS/Chicken Review Training

Communities that received
IFS/Vegetable Review Training
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CHAD TEAM
2018 was a year of dramatic changes and transitions as some of the staff were called
to move on f rom their work with CHAD. The missions of GMF Mr. Edmond Makowa, Mr.
Sotico Pagulayan and Mr. Kennedy Oafalla Cruz came to an end.

Furthermore, CHAD was also blessed with the coming of new GMFs Mr. Charles a Irung, and Mr. Seth
Ogeto who joined in as Climate change advisor and Food Security advisor respectively. Mr. Leng Thy, who’s
been working with CHAD since 2005, has been promoted to take up the position of Program Team Leader
replacing Mr Cruz. Additionally, Mrs. Flavia Contreras, CONNEXIO’s Country Coordinator, has joined the
program as a consultant for Monitoring and Evaluation.

After this year working along with CHAD I noticed the commitment to the
work with the communities. Giving closure to old cycles is just as important
as planting fresh seeds. The result of the extraordinary activities of 2018 will
allow CHAD to be more efficient and to have a positive and more professional
result in the remaining communities. The openness of the team to adapt and
to adopt new tools and procedures for its activities led to results of which we
can all be proud.
Flavia Contreas
Consultant for Monitoring and Evaluation
CHAD Program

With the zeal to grow, CHAD always seeks opportunities to buildi networks and develop partnerships with
churches and institutions. This year CHAD hosted a number of visitors and donors from the USA, Europe
and Asia.
A 45% reduction in the number of target communities can also provide more possibility of increasing
program quality, since the staff workload becomes less, allowing the team to put their focus on the remaining
communities. It is also important to state that the various changes and transitions helped revise program
strategy, create targets that resulted in a more organized framework, and established improved M&E tools
for a more effective program implementation.
The thorough steps of the exit strategy are regarded as contributing to community’s stewardship of the
project resources.The local authorities, pastors, LSCC signed an agreement to certify that they will hold
accountable for the project resources and keep the projects going despite the termination of CHAD
intervention.
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Diring the work with CHAD, the members of the CSCC have been able
to gain skills that allowed them to facilitate work in the communities,
develop projects, book keeping, plan writing, monitoring of projects,
etc. The SCC has also started to work on finding fun to provide CSCC
annual plan; quarterly meeting and project monitoring in the target
groups.
Tuy Masy
CSCC chair

The exit strategy that CHAD focused this year allows the
graduating communities discover their strength for which
they can use for improving their community situation. The
withdrawing communities, in spite of weakness, are also
committed themselves to keep on doing the projects though
the program terminates its intervention from their community.
More importantly, the strategy has provided the program with
learnt and unlearnt lessons that will be taken into account in
future program implementation.
Sok Sophal
Health Coordinator
CHAD Program

The exit strategy has awoken CHAD’s target communities to the
realization that they have to learn how to walk by themselves no matter
strong or weak they are. The withdrawing communities admitted their
flaw in participation and leadership, and dedicated themselves to making
them improved, whereas the graduating ones made high commitment
to use their strength that can benefit the whole community. The exit
strategy, therefore, enables CHAD to efficiently walk alongside with the
rest of communities that needs the full extent of care from the program.
Him Daneth
Monitoring and Evaluation
CHAD Program
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CHAD PROGRAM IN 5 DIFFERENT AREAS
Specif ically, it has been observed that the level of success of many participants has
been influenced by the number of people doing the same activity in a particular area
where they can learn f rom each other through sharing of their practical experiences.
Participants are more willing to take risks, to venture on new activities, if they see
concrete examples or demonstrations of success to learn f rom. Lastly, it was observed
that quality of leadership in the local church determines the scope and expansion of
program reach.

HOLISTIC MINISTRY

Where the Methodist Church in
Cambodia (MCC) is present in Cambodia,
communities are equipped with the
knowledge to create development projects.
Local churches through LSCCs initiate
and manage development projects
in the communities following holistic
development.

215

church members attended training in

various aspects of holistic ministry (Holistic Ministry)
through CHAD facilitation, SCC produced its own
annual operational plan for 2019

75 out of 95 MCC church partners have formed
their own LSCC committee

INCOME GENERATION

33 Saving projects
To improve access of households to capital
for small business through group savings.
This supports an increased capacity of
project groups in financial and resources
management.
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FOOD SECURITY

To improve access to safe and nutritious food
and household income.

2 Hand Tractor
45 IFS/Chicken
13 IFS/ Vegetable
46 Rice Bank
1 Fertilizer
1 Well irrigation
22 Cow
HEALTHCARE ACCESS

55 (39

female) patients from various districts
(provinces to be specified) received medical care at
different hospitals in Phnom Penh

385 (197

females) poor patients have
been able to access public health service through
facilitation of church partners

19 latrines in Takeo were constructed through loan
program based scheme

55 (39 females) poor patients from MCC in
various districts received tertiary care hospitals and
received equity fund through coordination of pastors
and good Samaritans

4 wells constructed In Kampong Chhnang
19

latrines have been built through loans In
Kampong Chhnang

1 Pumping Machine, 25 Latrine, 7 well, 13 Water filter

To improve knowledge of community
members on
current health issues and and access to
health services. This project also improves
hygiene and sanitation practices amongst
participating community members.
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ADVANCE DONORS
•
•

Broomfield, Rocky Mountain Conference
Calvary, Baltimore / Washington Conference
Salmon United Methodist Church, Yellowstone Conference • St. Luke-Simpson

•
•
•
•

Church, Louisiana Conference
Community Church, Northern Illinois Conference
Aldersgate, Virginia Conference
Burke United Methodist Church, Virginia Conference
Camas Church, Pacific Northwest Conference

Appreciation
Let us as team members express grateful thanks to all donors who have been funding
to the CHAD program so far. Your continuing support is a very valuable resource that
enables the program to function smoothly towards its goal of improving the health and
well-being of individuals, families and rural communities in Cambodia.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED?
CHAD’s impact among the poor in Cambodia is a collaborative and generous effort
by our local and international partners like you. Help us fund this important work by
donating through the Advance.
Community Health and Agricultural Development (CHAD-Cambodia)
http://www.umcmission.org/Give-to-Mission/Search-for-Projects/Projects/14916A
Charles Irung Advance
https://advance.umcmission.org/p-1879-charles-irung-a-irung.aspx
Seth Ogeto Advance
https://advance.umcmission.org/p-1736-seth-ogeto.aspx
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OUR FINANCIALS

Connexio $29,960

TOTAL
INCOME
$58.626

GBGM- the advance $17,666.00

GBGM- income $11,000.00

Operational cost $147,942.49
TOTAL
EXPENDITURES
$168.214
Administartion cost $20,272.21

Photo Credit: Tom Farley
GBGM Missionary

Community Health and Agricultural Development
(CHAD) is a development program and a mission
initiative implemented by the General Board of Global
Ministries of the United Methodist Church and the

www.chad-cambodia.blogspot.com

Methodist Church in Cambodia (MCC).
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